In this paper, we describe a manual wheelchair propulsion classification system which recognizes different patterns using a wrist mounted accelerometer. Four distinct propulsion patterns have been identified in a limited user study. This study is the first attempt at classifying wheelchair propulsion patterns using lowfidelity, body-worn sensors. Data was collected using all four propulsion patterns on a variety of surface types. The results of two machine learning algorithms are compared. Accuracies of over 90% were achievable even with a simple classifier such as kNearest Neighbor (kNN). Being able to identify current propulsion patterns and provide real-time feedback to novice and expert wheelchair users is potentially useful in preventing future repetitive use injuries.
INTRODUCTION
Persons with Spinal Cord Injury or Dysfunction (SCI/D) not only experience general functional declines that are associated with the aging process but also an increase in the prevalence of overuserelated musculoskeletal injuries. There are well-documented reports of pain, due to the long-term reliance on the upper limbs for performing daily activities. Any loss of upper limb function significantly affects mobility and independence [5] .
The data indicate that upper limb pain is very common in manual wheelchair users, with carpal tunnel syndrome present in between 49% and 73% of individuals [6, 7] . Recognizing the significance of upper limb pain and injury and the negative impact on quality of life, a recently published monograph provides concise ergonomic and equipment recommendations based on review of published evidence based research [8] . The guidelines address reducing the frequency of repetitive upper limb tasks, minimizing forces required to complete tasks and minimizing extremes of wrist and shoulder motions. Also within the guidelines are specific recommendations related to wheelchair propulsion technique, wheelchair type and configuration, and transfer activities.
There have been limited 'real-world' studies on persons with SCI who are non-ambulatory and use wheelchairs for their primary means of mobility. In order to understand the etiology of upper limb injuries and pain, it is necessary to monitor the actual usage of the upper limbs of persons with SCI.
The goal of this project is to develop a portable monitoring device along with context-aware software capable of quantifying and recognizing wheelchair propulsion patterns. Such a device will allow clinicians to collect real-world data on their patients' daily propulsion patterns. The classification task described in the remainder of this paper is a first step towards building a Virtual Coach for training wheelchair users in proper propulsion technique.
FOUR PROPULSION PATTERNS
Based on previous work on wheelchair propulsion biomechanics [1] , a good wheelchair propulsion pattern should minimize cadence (stroke frequency) and maximize stroke angle (the angle along the arc of the push rim from the start of propulsion to the end of propulsion). A good propulsion pattern has long and less frequent strokes when compared to a bad pattern, which has short and more frequent strokes. Figure 1 identifies four classic propulsion patterns that wheelchair users tend to follow -semicircular, single loop over, double loop over and arcing. Of these, the recommended propulsion pattern is semi-circular, because the strokes have lower cadence and higher stroke angle as can be seen in the figure.
IDENTIFYING PROPULSION PATTERNS
Prior to this study, the only attempts at classifying wheelchair propulsion patterns were done using high-speed video motion capture technologies in the laboratory. In prior work, we have been able to classify a wide variety of human activities using lowfidelity, body-worn sensors, specifically accelerometers, and we wanted to explore using similar techniques to identify propulsion patterns.
As with our previous classification experiments, we used the eWatch -a wearable sensor and notification platform developed for context aware computing research. It has the form-factor of a wrist watch making it instantly viewable and socially acceptable, see Figure 2 .
The eWatch
The eWatch consists of a CPU, sensors, power control, notification mechanisms, and wireless communication. The eWatch is capable of sensing temperature, light, two axes of acceleration and audio at user controllable sampling rate up to 100KHz. A MAX4061 amplifier is used for audio conditioning. We use a MEMS accelerometer to measure the planar acceleration of the user's arm. The user can be notified using a 128x64 pixel display, LEDs, a vibration motor and tone generating buzzer. Three push buttons are distributed around the outside of the housing in the standard configuration of a digital watch. Up to 3 MB of acceleration data can be stored in onboard Flash.
Data collection on the eWatch
The eWatch was used to collect propulsion data from a single subject over several weeks. The subject received training on how to perform each of the four propulsion patterns from colleagues at the University of Pittsburgh's Human Engineering Research Lab (HERL). Data was collected for each pattern on five different surface types to test what impact, if any, surface resistance had on classification accuracy. The surfaces included: asphalt, tile, medium pile and low pile carpet as shown in Figure 3 and a dynamometer in the laboratory set at high resistance. A constant velocity was used throughout the study. The eWatch was strapped to the subject's right wrist and its twoaxis accelerometer sampled at 20 Hz. Each trial consisted of the subject propelling over a straight 25 yards in 30 seconds. Multiple trials were performed for each propulsion/surface pair. Additional trials were performed with the eWatch worn on the subject's left wrist as well as the upper arm for some surfaces.
CLASSIFICATION OF PATTERNS
We explored classification of propulsion patterns using two common machine learning algorithms, k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) and Support Vector Machines (SVM) with a Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel. For a complete description of these and other machine learning algorithms see [2] . These algorithms were chosen because they have been shown to perform well on classification of accelerometer data [3, 4] . We used the SVM implementation provided in the SVMLight package.
The raw accelerometer data was divided into non-overlapping windows. Using cross validation, we determined an optimal window length of approximately three seconds. This window size is long enough to ensure at least one complete cycle for all of the propulsion patterns. For each window, a set of features, both timedomain and frequency-domain, were calculated. The features included: mean, standard deviation, root mean square, median absolute deviation, zero crossing rate, mean crossing rate, range, energy and entropy. Each feature was calculated over the X, Y and X 2 +Y 2 directions, leading to a total of 27 features per data point. The data set was partitioned into training and testing data in the approximate ratio of 10:6. Cross validation on the training set was used to pick the number of neighbors for KNN and the bandwidth for SVM. Figures 3 and 4 show the classification accuracy that was achieved for each surface/propulsion pattern pair using a kNN and SVM classifier respectively. It can be seen that the classification accuracy tends to be higher on surfaces with higher resistance (dynamometer, low carpet, asphalt), when compared to surfaces with low resistance (tile). This can be explained by the fact that low resistance surfaces allow for freer range of arm motion leading making individual patterns more difficult to recognize. The anomaly of medium-pile carpet's poor performance is due to an insufficient number of trials collected on that surface type.
RESULTS
It can also be seen that the classification accuracy for arcing was considerably lower than the other propulsion patterns. This can be explained by noting that arcing is a subset of each of the other patterns, and hence, is most susceptible to misclassification. By this same reasoning, DLOP is the easiest to classify because it is considerably different from the other three patterns. It is also interesting to note that arcing was the hardest pattern for human observers to recognize during the project that initially identified these patterns.
The confusion matrices in Table 1 and 2, illustrate misclassifications among the four propulsion patterns over the best (dynamometer) and worst (tile) performing surface types for the kNN classifier. The columns are true labels and the rows are classified labels. Each entry is the total number of samples predicted to have the row pattern label, when the sample was Table 2 shows that for the tile surface, for three of the four propulsion patterns almost all misclassifications were as a single other pattern type. Therefore, finding only a few new features that improve the discrimination between the misclassified pairs of patterns should improve results significantly. Misclassifications are due a variety of factors. The subject tended to have slight variations in his propulsion patterns, i.e., they tend to use a combination of one or more propulsion patterns even though he intent to use only one pattern. Additionally, the 2D accelerometer values are affected by how and where the eWatch is worn by the wheelchair user. Classification can be affected by variations between the training and test datasets as a result of the position of the eWatch on the arm, the orientation of the dial, and also by whether or not the watch is worn on the dominant arm during data collection.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
It has been demonstrated that an accurate propulsion pattern classifier can be created using only a single wrist mounted accelerometer. The higher the resistance of the surface traversed, the higher are achievable accuracies. This can be explained by the fact that lower surface resistance allows for greater freedom of arm motion during propulsion. However, evidence suggests that significant improvement in discrimination may be achievable with relatively few additional features.
The next step is to collect data from a larger group of wheelchair users. We can then refine our choices of classification algorithm and feature selections. There are also some unexplored classification variations that must be addressed. These include pattern classification between surface types, with varying velocities and most importantly across different subjects. We must also address the problem of distinguishing between propulsion and non-propulsion motion patterns.
